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Higgs couplings 
Measurement of the Higgs couplings is something 
fundamental issue, to confirm whether Higgs boson give 
its “mass” entirely or not enough 



From the slide by Zhijun Liang 



From the slide by Zhijun Liang 



ttH process 

Final state contains  
“bbWW” from tt and “WW/ZZ/tt (in this fig)” from Higgs 



From arXiv:1712.08891v2 (or  PRD 97 (2018) 072003 ) 
“Evidence for the associated production of the Higgs 
boson and a top quark pair with the ATLAS detector”

( published 9 April 2018 )

・ Using 36.1 fb-1 pp data at 13 TeV

・ from Higgs->(WW* or tt ->)multilepton decays,  the ttH signal 
significance is 4.1 standard deviation  

・With combination of other Higgs boson decay modes,
bb, gg, ZZ->4l,  the significance is 4.2 standard deviation.



“multilepton” channels ( Higgs -> multi lepton )  

ttH -> tt(->bbWW)  + H( -> WW* or -> tt ) is targeted.  

(maybe ..)   H->bb channel has largest branching ratio, but difficult 
to distinguish the “b”s



Combination



let’s back to the paper for JC72



・ Using 79.8 fb-1 pp data at 13 TeV

・the analysis of H->gg , H->ZZ*->4l is updated 

・combination with H->bb, and WW* tt -> multilepton

Condition



BDT distribution for H->gg analysis

Input : P4(photon, jets, leptons) , b-tagging information of jets

“Events are categorized into four (three) bins in the Had(Lep) region depending 
on the value of the BDT response.” --> Maybe, they are combined at the final. 



diphoton invariant mass spectrum in the ttH analysis

4.1 standard deviation from H->gg channel  



Combination

finally, the significance reaches 5 sigma 

# I have omitted an explanation about H->ZZ*->4l channel reported in the paper 



Systematic Uncertainty





Signal Strength



Cross Section - I.



Cross Section - II.



Summary

・From ATLAS, the production of the Higgs boson in 
association with top quark pairs is observed with a 
significance of 6.3 standard deviations  

・The cross section measured is 
670±90(stat.)±110/100 (syst.)  fb

in agreement with the SM prediction. 


